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Insurance Coverage Lessons From Katrina:
Insurance Companies Should Be Protecting
Policyholders, Not Insurance Companies
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industry to draw such distinctions. By
parsing storms into multiple parts, it
becomes easier to deny all or part of a
claim. But the entire system is confusing to
policyholders. Somehow, it turns the insurance policies they thought would cover
their losses into denial letters when they
make claims.
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Much of the Northeast was not fully
prepared for Superstorm Sandy, and its
effects will linger for some time. But one
industry largely headquartered in the
Northeast had been preparing for the
storm for years: the insurance industry.
Since Hurricane Andrew in 1992, the
insurance industry has been taking steps to
reduce its exposure to catastrophe losses –
ironic, considering that insurance companies are supposedly in the business of
insuring them. As a result, insurance comRhonda D. Orin is the Managing Partner
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panies made record profits in the immediate aftermath of Hurricane Katrina and in
recent years have kept enormous surpluses, despite 9/11 and the overall economic landscape.1
The ultimate lesson from Katrina
accordingly is simple. The time has come
for consumers, courts and state regulators
to stop insurance companies from protecting themselves from catastrophe losses. It
is time for them to start protecting their
policyholders instead.
Two Views Of The World
To put coverage issues into perspective, one must view the world through an
insurance company lens. To most of us, a
hurricane is a singular event – a swirling
shape, with an eye in the center. Not so,
however, for the insurance industry. Insurance companies see a hurricane as a series
of unrelated events – wind, rain, high
water, waves, storm surges and so on.
The same applies to the hurricane’s
consequences. To the “untrained” eye, the
flooding of cities, the power failures that
render businesses inoperative and the
evacuation orders all are caused by the
storm. To the insurance industry, however,
each is a separate loss that might or might
not be covered.
There is a reason for the insurance

What Does Your Policy Say?
Insurance policies are drafted by insurance companies. The insurance companies
define the key terms (i.e., “flood”), draft
the exclusions and even include draconian
language that purports to eviscerate coverage in certain circumstances. The insurance companies then interpret the
provisions that they drafted, leaving the
policyholders with the relatively undesirable option of arguing against a fait
accompli.
Property insurance policies generally
fall into two types: (1) “all risks,” that
cover “all risks of direct physical loss or
damage,” except those specifically
excluded;2 and (2) “named perils,” that
cover damage or loss caused by listed perils (i.e., fire, wind, hail or vandalism) but
also contain exclusions, including for
weather conditions.3
A typical commercial policy covers
buildings and structures, personal property
inside or on them and personal property
that is nearby or in a vehicle.4 Coverage
then is modified by a section called “Covered Causes of Loss”: “We insure for
direct physical loss to the covered property
caused by windstorm or hail unless the
loss is excluded in the Exclusions.”
The most important section for purposes of this article sets forth the exclusions:
The following exclusions apply to loss
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to covered property:
1. Flood. “We will not pay for loss or
damage caused by or resulting from flood,
surface water, …”5
2. Power Failure. “We will not pay for
loss or damage resulting from the failure
of power or other utility service …
[unless] … on the described premises if
caused by windstorm or hail.”
3. Rain. “We will not pay for loss or
damage caused by or resulting from rain,
whether driven by wind or not unless wind
or hail first makes an opening in the …”
Such policy language places causation
directly into question – yet causation often
is difficult to assess. Superstorm Sandy,
for instance, involved a wide variety of
perils, including wind, wind-driven water,
storm surge, flooding, sewage overflows,
power failures, explosions, governmentordered evacuations, transportation shutdowns and fires.
The courts have developed various
tests for determining the cause of a loss.
Most prominent among them is the doctrine of “efficient proximate cause,” which
focuses on the dominant cause. If the
dominant cause is a covered peril, there is
coverage under this doctrine; if not, then
(usually) not.6 In states that have adopted
this doctrine, such as New Jersey and
Connecticut, it supports the argument that
storm-related damages ultimately were
caused by wind (which is covered), rather
than by excluded floods.7
An alternative view is the doctrine of
concurrent causation. This doctrine finds
coverage if any of the causes are covered,
even if only one cause fits the bill and
even if that cause played a minor role in
the loss. This doctrine is the most helpful
to policyholders of all, but is followed by
a minority of states.
Still other courts apply a strict interpretation of policy language, no matter the
consequence.8 This approach often is unfavorable for policyholders, as many insurance
policies
include
hidden
coverage-defeating provisions.
The crown jewel for denying coverage
is what is generally known as the “anticoncurrent causation” clause. Such
clauses often are found as lead-ins or preambles to Exclusion sections. They typically contain language to the effect that:
“We will not pay for loss or damage
caused directly or indirectly by any of the
following. Such loss or damage is
excluded regardless of any other cause or
event that contributes concurrently or in
any sequence to the loss.”9
In short, this clause is designed to obliterate coverage whenever there is a single

non-covered event, no matter how insubstantial or indirect.10 In the words of one
district court judge, who rejected the
clause as ambiguous and unenforceable:
[It] would mean that an insured
whose dwelling lost its roof in high
winds and at the same time suffered
an incursion of even an inch of water
could recover nothing under his
Nationwide policy. Read literally,
this provision would exclude all coverage when a windstorm did damage
to both an insured dwelling (a covered loss) and adjacent “screens,
including their supports, around a
pool patio or other areas.” (an
excluded loss). I do not believe this is
a reasonable interpretation of the policy.11
Some states have held that anti-concurrent causation clauses are not enforceable.
In Washington, for example, the state’s
highest court ruled that insurance companies cannot circumvent the state’s “efficient proximate cause” rule by contract.12
Rulings by the highest courts in West Virginia, California and North Dakota are to
the same effect.13 Other states have ruled
that additional coverage for water provided by endorsement is not subject to
exclusion by anti-concurrent causation
clauses.14 More states can be expected to
follow in the wake of Superstorm Sandy.
Other Insurance Company Tactics
Aside from the insertion of anti-concurrent causation clauses into insurance
policies, dramatic increases in insurance
premiums and non-renewals of insurance
policies have become commonplace in
recent years. But they are not the only tactics that insurance companies have developed to protect themselves from the risk of
loss. One reasonably new tactic is the
addition of “hurricane deductibles.”
Hurricane deductibles have become
widely used since Katrina. The deductible
amounts are percentages of the claimed
loss rather than fixed dollar amounts. In
New York and New Jersey, such
deductibles range between one and five
percent. They apply only when hurricanes
caused the damage.
Another tactic used by insurance companies is to shift coverage of certain perils
to government-backed programs – meaning, to the tax-paying public. Taxpayersponsored coverage – such as for flooding
– ends up as a hedge for the insurance
industry (as insurance companies collect
fees for servicing government policies).15
Yet another tactic made obvious by
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Katrina is delay in paying claims. Especially under the National Flood Insurance
Program (“NFIP”), policyholders can
expect delays in claim resolution followed
by prolonged court battles. Insurance companies benefit from slowing claim payments and engage in delay tactics, if left
unchecked.
Government Intervention
Fortunately, there are checks and balances in this system. One of them is the
role played by state governments. Immediately following Superstorm Sandy, for
example, the governors of New York, New
Jersey and Connecticut each issued an
Executive Order stating that hurricane
deductibles are inapplicable because
Sandy was a tropical storm – not a hurricane – when it made landfall.16 Similarly,
in 2006, Louisiana Governor Blanco
extended various legal deadlines that were
deemed impossible to meet after Katrina.17
The Louisiana Legislature also extended
the prescriptive period within which citizens were to file certain claims.
Another check on insurance companies
comes from state attorneys general and
courts. After Katrina, the Louisiana attorney general filed suit on behalf of the state
and obtained a ruling upholding certain
legislative acts as constitutional.18 The
Texas Department of Insurance (“TDI”)
and the Texas attorney general obtained a
court order against Allstate Insurance
Company, preventing it from denying
insurance coverage to Texas residents who
had been deprived of access to their property due to power failures.19
Courts also reviewed policyholder
challenges to coverage denials and used
state bad-faith law to deter improper
denials. While post-Sandy cases have
barely begun to be filed, similar decisions
can be expected.
Conclusion
The ultimate lesson from Katrina is that
it is time to bear down on insurance companies that put themselves ahead of their
policyholders and avoid the losses that
they were paid substantial premiums to
absorb. Policyholders should do their part
by challenging coverage denials that are
wrongful and manipulative. With diligent
oversight by policyholders, governmental
entities and courts, insurance companies
that engage in wrongful tactics will find
themselves with serious legal problems,
extending far beyond the details of any
single claim.
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